
Again, Agent Pearlson said, "I have not seen this.

selline this in loaded arrununitign yet" (T2557-58).

The only reason this document was requested was to try to identi$ the bullets that were

found in Chad Swedberg and to disprove counsel's theory that the prosecution had no

idea what kind of bullet was used in the homicide(t90a),

The document that came form Paul Sabo, qualifies as a lab report. Paul or members of

Winchester-Owen Corporation cut five bullets in half to show how they work (t2554).

In Melendez-Diaz v. Mas\achusetts 129 S. CT Z5S4 (2009),

the United States Supreme Court has said that lab reports used

to identify an item are testimonial and cannot be used as

evidence at trial unless the prosecution brings in the lab tech

or as in Petitioner's case, Technical Advisor, as a live

witness, whom the defense can cross-examine.

Paul Sabo was not on the witness list. Petitioner and his counsel never had an opporftrnity

to cross-examine him.

Previously, the prosecution could introduce those lypes of reports as business records.

But under Melendez-Diaz v. Massachqsetts, the authors of those reports now have a
confrontation issue.

Another witness, Patrick Warrick from the BCA, was called for the state(t2280 -2367).

Agent Wanick is a latent print examiner and crime scene team leader(t22g7-SS).
Through Wanick the state introduced numsrous finger print exhibits, which were
received by the court.

Agent Warrick testified as to how he analyzed latent prints. He said once he feels he's
made an identification of a print, he has to send it to a second verifier and the second
verifier must agree in order to say it was a match. That is the policy of the BCA (t22s0-
2368). Agent warrick said the second verifier agreed to his conclusion.
Petitioners counsel objected, stating it was hearsay (t2367).
Since the prosecution "opened the door" to the second verifier, who is one of the authors
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